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Introduction

Emergency work with regular exposure to traumatic events may cause a large
burden of mental health consequences. Among the first responders, firefighters
are generally said to have a larger risk for PTSD as they involve directly and
indirectly with critical incidents and traumatic events as part of their duties.
This systematic review will determine the prevalence of PTSD and identify
factors which associated to the PTSD among firefighters.
Systematic search was performed for published articles from year 2007 till
2017 from five electronic literature databases and the PRISMA checklist was
used for the workflow for article selection. A total of 12 articles were selected
for final examination from a total of 188 articles screened.
The prevalence of PTSD among firefighters are ranged from 6.4% to 57 %.
Predictors are include demographic factor (age, educational level and marital
status), job factors (years of service, rank, numbers of traumatic events, job
stress, organization stress and burnout, occupational effort, internal locus
control, resource availability, debriefing attendance), social support, post
traumatic growth, comorbidity (anxiety, depression, work related injuries,
chronic musculoskeletal disorder), coping style, resilience, personality,
biological factor (adiponectin level) and physical factor (waist circumference,
body mass index).
Various factors identified in different dimensions in order to promote the
opportunities for firefighters to grow for a better outcome psychologically.
Therefore, it is vital to recognize modifiable factors which are associated with
PTSD and research need to focus more on these factors or predictors.
Firefighters - PTSD - Factors - Mental Health - Prevalence.
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billion annually which involve half -million workers
with mental illness.10
Therefore, this systematic review is trying
to identify the PTSD among firefighters worldwide
and their factors (occupational and nonoccupational) which associated to the PTSD.

INTRODUCTION
Firefighters are those who are immediately arrive
and engage in rescuing activities at the scene. Their
roles are characterized by a position of high level of
work demand and exposure of physical and
psychological stressors.1
Currently there is increasing awareness that
emergency work could be very distressing. A
prolonged and repeated exposure of traumatic
events could lead to chronic mental health issues
including post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).2
Post-traumatic stress disorder is basically a response
to a stressful event which are catastrophic and
threatening in nature and subsequently may cause
persistent distressful emotional disturbance 3.
Hence, PTSD is diagnosed with four clusters of
symptoms which are namely intrusion, avoidance,
negative thought and hyperarousal.4
These traumatic events are the crucial
aspect of what distinguish fire fighters from other
occupation which could be regarded as the main
psychological stressors including incident with the
risk of death or severe injury to the firefighters or
victims, witnessing or participation in preventing
death or handling severe injury.3
In United State of America (USA), the life
time prevalence of PTSD among adults are about 6.8
% in a study from 2001 to 2005.5 On the other hand,
the current prevalence of PTSD among firefighters
are higher as 7% as reported in a meta-analysis.6
Similarly, according to a study done in Australia
among current firefighters and retired fire fighters
showed prevalence of PTSD of 8% and 18%
respectively.2
Due to closeness and resemblance of
symptoms among mental illness, sometimes PTSD
sufferers may be overlooked or misdiagnosed and
subsequently did not treated properly.7 In the other
hand, PTSD sufferers could also experience physical
ill health, problem in social relationship, reduce
productivity in work and even suicidal attempt.8,9
For example, a study in Canada shows that as many
as 70 000 first responders which include fire fighters
have suffered from PTSD in their lifetimes and
overall productivity loss had cost them about $ 20.7

METHODS
Systematic search was performed for article which
relevant and published from 2007 till 2017 from five
electronic databases (MEDLINE®, Scopus, Ovid,
ScienceDirect and SAGE). Articles were screened
for inclusion criteria (e.g. published in peerreviewed journal and in English language, using a
quantitative tool for measuring outcome and
participants were firefighters). From the relevant
papers data was extracted and thematic analysis was
used to develop a list of key predictors which affect
the outcome among firefighters. Two reviewer
involved in the screening process. Prisma
checklist11 for the work flow of our article search.
(Figure -1).
The studies identified from the databases
searches were screened via: (a) diagnosis of posttraumatic stress disorder or PTSD or traumatic stress
using validated instrument, (b) description of the
predictors or risk which correlates to PTSD (either
with or without validated measures), (c) study
sample of firefighters with minimum number should
not be less than 30. Studies were excluded on the
basis of (i) Study design (e.g. non-quantitative
study, interventional study), (ii) lack of empirical
data (e.g. no association of PTSD and factors), (iii)
use of of multiple sample population (e.g. first
responders, emergency workers) and not analysing
the exclusive subpopulation. The titles of the articles
were screened according to the eligibility criteria,
and relevant abstract were retrieved and screened
using similar criteria. A total of 16 full text articles
was subsequently retrieved and evaluated based on
the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Total of 142
articles were from the initial search and after
excluding duplicates. The list of references in each
articles was checked to ensure saturation.

The keywords that were used:
“PTSD” OR “Post Traumatic Stress Disorder” OR “Traumatic Stress”
AND
“Firefighters” OR “Rescuers” OR “First Responders” Or “Fire Officers” Or “Firemen”
AND
“Organization” OR “Work-related “OR “Occupational”
AND
“Traumatic Events” OR Critical Incidents” OR “Factors” OR “Predictors” OR “Causes” OR “Risk” OR
“Vulnerable”
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Figure 1 Process of articles selection based on PRISMA flow diagram 11
Table 1 Characteristic of studies, prevalence and predictors of PTSD among firefighters
Authors (Years)

Alghamdi
(2016)12

et

al.

Doley et al. (2016)13

Population

Study
Design

Tools

N=200, Saudi
Arabia
firefighters

Cross
Sectional

N=277
Australia

Cross
sectional

Screen for PostTraumatic Stress
Symptoms
(SPTSS) Scale
Life
Events
Inventory: The
List
of
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Prevalen Predictors
ce
of
PTSD
57% • Anxiety
• Depression
• Passive coping
28% • Recent adverse life
events
• Intrusion

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) among Firefighters

volunteer fire
fighters

Levy-Gigi
(2015)14

al.

N=69 activeduty
firefighters
Southern Israel

Cross
Sectional

al.

current (n =
488)
and
retired (n =
265)
firefighters from
Fire
and
Rescue New
South Wales,
Australia
N=3289
firefighters in
Greece

Cross
sectional

Cross
sectional

Impact of Event
Scale-RevisedGreek version
(IES-R-Gr)

Lee et al. (2014)17

N=552 Korean
firefighters

Cross
sectional

Impact of Event
Scale-Revised
(IESR)

Meyer et al. (2012)18

N=142
Professional
Firefighters
Texas

Cross
sectional

Clinician
Administered
PTSD Scale

Chung et al. (2015)19

N=185 male
firefighters

Cross
sectional

Impact
Event
Scale-Revised
Korean Version
(IESR-K)

Na et al. (2017)20

N=507 male
firefighters.
Korean

Cross
sectional

Impact
Event
Scale-Revised
Korean Version
(IESR-K)

N=218
firefighters

Cross
sectional

Impact of Events
Scale-Revised
(IES-R)

Harvey
(2015)15

Katsavouni
(2015)16

Armstrong
(2014)21

et

Threatening
Experiences

et

et

et

al.

al.

Structured
Clinical
Interview for the
Diagnostic and
Statistical
Manual
for
Mental
Disorders
–
Fourth Edition
Criterion A for
PTSD and the
Post-traumatic
Diagnostic Scale
(PTDS)
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• Problem- and
emotion-focused
coping and mix
focused coping.
5.7% • Depressive
symptoms
• General and workrelated traumatic
events

13% • Higher rank
• Older age
• Year of service

13% • Work Related
Injuries (WRIs)
• Chronic
musculoskeletal
disorder (CMD)
• Burnout
(Depersonalization
dimension)
• Age
• Years in service
No • Perceived stress
finding • High levels of
Resilience
• Number of traumatic
events
6.4% • Lower education
• Low Social Support
• Higher Occupational
Stress
• COPE-Self-Blame
35.1% • Job duration
• Age
• Masculinityfemininity
(Personality)
• Social introversion
(Personality)
• Job stress
27.4% • Adiponectin level
• Age
• Duration of service
• Marriage
• Depression
• BMI
23% • Job stress
• Cognitive coping
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Saijo et al. (2012)22

Sattler et al. (2013)23

N=1621
firefighters
Japan
N=286
firefighter s in
Washington

Cross
sectional

Japanese version
of the IES-R

Cross
sectional

Posttraumatic
Stress
Symptoms Scale

•
•
9.7% •
•
•
51% •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organisational stress
Traumatic events
Depression
Job stress
Social support
Years of Service
Burnout
Occupational effort
Disengagement
coping
Critical incident
Debriefing
attendance
Posttraumatic
growth
Social support
Internal locus of
control
Resources
Availability

two studies.16,23 Another significant factor related to
work that associated with PTSD are the occupational
effort, internal locus control and resource
availability and debriefing attendance.23

RESULTS
This systematic review included studies from 2007
to 2017. As methodological statement earlier, the
studies are from USA, Greece, Israel, Korea,
Australia, Saudi Arabia and Japan. A total of 12
studies were observational type with all of them
were cross-sectional studies. The samples of these
studies were mainly consisting of professional
firefighters and volunteer firefighters. The sample
size ranging from n=69 to n=3289. The study
instruments used to measure level of PTSD and its
predictors were also varies. Most of the studies
adopting pre-existing PTSD scale either based on
DSM III, DSM IV or ICD 10. Table 1 outlines the
factors examined by each of the 12 included studies.
The prevalence of PTSD among firefighters are
ranged from 6.4% to 57 %.

Comorbidity
Psychological disorder is an important factor in the
development of PTSD among firefighters. A few
studies had found significant association between
depression and PTSD13,14,20,22 whereas a study by
Alghamdi et al. found that depression and anxiety
both associated with PTSD among firefighters.12 In
different studies looking at physical illness, there are
association between work related injuries (WRI) and
chronic musculoskeletal disease (CMD) and
PTSD.16 In the other hand, a study looking at
physical and biological factors, body mass index
(BMI) and adiponectin level are significantly
associated with PTSD.20

Predictors for PTSD
Demographics Factors
Association between age and PTSD has been
examined in four studies.15, 16, 19, 20 In different
studies Meyer et al. found that lower educational
status associated with PTSD17 and non-married
firefighters had association with PTSD.20

Coping
Coping strategies have been studied in many
occasions where different coping style are found to
be significantly associated with PTSD among fire
fighters. Alghamdi et al. found that passive coping
was associated with PTSD,12 while Doley et al.
found that problem - and emotion-focused coping
and mix focused coping were associated with
PTSD.13 However, in a different study, Sattler et al.
showed that disengagement coping was associated
with PTSD23 and finally Meyer et al. found selfblame coping was associated with PTSD.18

Job factors
Harvey et al. noted that high level position in the
hierarchy of rank in firefighting service are
associated with PTSD.14 Year of service also linked
to PTSD where the longer the duration of service it
is more likely to have PTSD by several
studies.15,16,19,20,23 Job stress appear to be an
important predictor as it showed to have relationship
with PTSD in five studies.17,18,19,21,22 Other related
occupational factor which related to PTSD including
organization stress21 found by Armstrong et al. and
burnout which showed a significant relationship in

Social Support
Social support are very important predictors toward
development of PTSD. It is known that social
support able to buffer the psychological impact
resulted from a traumatic experience or
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encountering a critical incident related their job
scope where low social support will increase the risk
for incurring PTSD among firefighters.18,22,23

single is also significant risk factor for PTSD found
in as study in Saudi Arabia Firefighters as being
single put them with less opportunity for emotional
and social support compared to married
firefighters.12

Resilience and post traumatic growth
A vital quality is the ability of a person that may
overcome a traumatic episode in their lifetime
experience. Therefore, a study by done by Lee et al.
showed that resilience is one of the predictors
toward development of PTSD.17 Furthermore, a
study looking at the positive outcome of
experiencing a traumatic event which is the post
traumatic growth showed that it is associated with
PTSD as well.23

Job factors
Years of Service, Higher Rank and Traumatic
Events
In a study in Greece showed that young and
inexperienced firefighters were more at risk of posttraumatic stress symptoms27 while a study among
retired fire-fighters showed a significant association
between PTSD and higher job rank level as they
tended to be in higher age group with more
experiences as they may encountered a greater
number of potentially traumatic events.15 The type
and severity of traumatic events which different in
frequency of exposures may be the possible risk
factors associated with the differences in posttrauma symptoms28 among firefighter in different
age group. Moreover, the higher the frequency of
fatal incidents attended in the duration of service are
associated with the higher risk for development of
psychological disorders as it is found that a fire
fighter who had attended more than 21 fatal
incidents during his service duration had associated
with higher probabilities of having PTSD.15

Personality
Personality is said one of the individual
characteristic that may predict one to suffer of PTSD
or not. One of the researches by Chung et al. show
that there are significant association between
personality of masculinity-femininity and social
introversion with PTSD among firefighters.19

DISCUSSION
We conducted a systematic review of sources of
evidence to determine the prevalence of PTSD and
its predictors. A total of 12 papers were found in our
systematic search of 5 main databases. These studies
were considered acceptable in quality. Although all
the studies were cross sectional in nature, we found
that variety of factors in different dimension may
contribute to a certain degree towards development
of PTSD among firefighters in different research
setting. Even though these factors did not determine
the causal effect directly, it somehow give a overall
picture of how wide the predictors could be
considered in a study revolving PTSD among
firefighters especially the modifiable factors. Based
in this review, we can conclude that job factors,
individual factors as well as social support were the
predictors which play a enormous role in moderating
PTSD beside the traumatic event itself.

Job stress, Organization stress and Burnout
Additional life stress was the second strongest
predictor of PTSD29 according to Brewin et al.
Factors occupational stress in firefighters include
frequent sleep disturbance, the demand to remain on
high alert, and emotional stress associated with
breaking and conveying tragic news.30 In a study
found that organizational factors may be a stronger
predictor of posttraumatic stress than post event
debriefing, social support, or a measure of
hardiness.31 Organisational factors serve as a
framework in which traumatic events often
encountered and therefore are associated to the
PTSD.32 In addition to that, organizational factors
may also influence the interpretation by the workers
of a particular post traumatic events.33 In a study
among urban professional firefighters, occupational
stress was not only linked with PTSD but also with
depression and alcohol abuse.34 Therefore,
occupational stress is found to be very important
predictor of mental health outcomes among
firefighters.18 In a study by Mitani et al. found that
burnout also correlate with PTSD where specifically
the emotional exhaustion dimension and
depersonalization dimension of burnout linked more
to PTSD.35 In the other hand, burnout was associated
with the higher number of years in service.34

Demographic factors
From the sociodemographic point of view, several
factors are associated with PTSD among
firefighters. They are age, educational status and
marital status. Previous studies have identified
several demographic risk factors which increased
risk for PTSD including gender, age, and
socioeconomic status.24 In a different study by De
Vries & Olff, the rate of PTSD in the younger age
group was fourfold higher than the older age group
and the rate decreased steadily with age
advancement.25 In a study done in Netherland in
2009 regarding lifetime prevalence of PTSD showed
that employment reduce the risk of PTSD half
compared to unemployed.25 Another study also
found there is increased risk of developing PTSD by
exposure to multiple events at younger age.26 Being

Occupational effort, Internal Locus Control and
Resource Availability
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Study by Settler which use the model of
conservation of resources (COR) to explore
occupational related factors which related to
PTSD.23 This model suggests that the availability of
resource can facilitate the growth of resilience by
acting as a buffer during resource depletion.36 These
resources will help firefighters to tackle the
encounter of traumatic incidents, to act as mutual
social support among them and to enable them to
mould the traumatic experiences in positive
perspective.36 In contrary, the unavailability of
resources will expose the worker for higher risk as
they are unable to recover in an appropriate
timeframe and manner36 as well as unable to cope
with the emotional and physical strains of critical
incident exposure.37 Locus of control refers to the
extent to which individuals believe that they are able
to control events affecting them and it is found to be
associated with strong protective factor against
PTSD symptoms.38 Those with an internal locus of
control will promotes positive influences as it is
associated with more resilience against emotional
dysfunction.39 Occupational effort found to appear
as one of the stress factor in conjunction with other
occupational stress factors like burnout which are
associated with posttraumatic stress symptoms.23
These findings have implications for improvement
of working condition in order to eliminate
occupational stressors in order to improve the
general working environment.

esteemed, valued and belongs to a social network of
communication and mutual.43 Fire-fighters are
experiencing the impact of highly stressful work in
their routine duties and thus could be reduced by the
support of family and friends. According to a study,
social support is a significant predictor for PTSD as
it plays a mediator role between traumatic events
and PTSD.44 This supports previous findings
indicating that perceived social support is a strong
predictor of PTSD symptoms among professional
firefighters exposed to a variety of traumatic
events.44,45 Similar findings show that poor social
support was the strongest predictor of PTSD29 as
observed by Brewin et al. and the second strongest
predictor47 as observed by Ozer et al. These findings
showed that good social support is believed to act as
a buffer against the adverse outcome of the traumatic
stressors among fire- fighters.18
Comorbidity
Psychological disorder (Anxiety and Depression)
Post-traumatic stress disorder may regularly coexist
with other mental illness such as depression and
anxiety disorders.39 A longitudinal comparison
study was conducted among rescue and disaster
workers showed that those who were exposed to
traumatic events had significantly higher depression
than those who were not exposed to traumatic
event.48 Likewise, Chiu et al. found that depression
as the comorbidity for PTSD among fire-fighters in
a fire department in a study post disaster of World
Trade Centre attack.49 Similarly, a study was
conducted to examine contributing factors to PTSD
revealed that depression is one of the contributing
factors among fire-fighters besides alcoholism.50
Moreover, a study was carried out to show that a
considerable range of fire-fighters who had PTSD
had concurrent psychological comorbidity as well
including anxiety and depression.51,52

Debriefing attendance
Debriefing activities include sharing experiences
about the event and discussing emotional reactions
and thoughts regarding the incident with peers and
facilitators instantly following the event of critical
incident.23 The debriefing is considered to be a
preventative step to halt the development of PTSD
in emergency workers.40 Receiving a psychological
intervention immediately after exposure will prevent
the onset of PTSD symptoms and shorten the
recovery time if already occurred.40

Physical disorder (Work Related Injuries (WRI) and
Chronic Musculoskeletal Disorder (CMD))
A study done among those who had injury following
accident showed that 12% of injured workers had
PTSD and 11% had subclinical PTSD after 6 months
period.53 In different study, there is about 18 % of
projected incidence of PTSD among the injured
workers after eight months of accident.54 Many
workers who sustained occupational injuries will not
only suffer from physical disabilities but in addition
to that they also may experience range of
psychological disturbance, disturbing accident
memories, impairment in contextual memory,
emotional disorders and even some of them fulfil the
criteria for post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD).16,56,57,58 Stress is said to be one of the factors
which contribute to the development of
musculoskeletal problems.55

Post traumatic growth
Post critical incident or traumatic event exposure is
said to promote positive consequences in individual
which known as posttraumatic growth.23 Therefore
the fire-fighters may develop a better ability to
manage priority in life and also increase level of
awareness about positive life changes as they
recollect about the incident.41 Later on, they may
develop new coping strategies, achieve a healthier
appreciation for life and able embrace new approach
of self-efficacy.23,42 This projection of positive
outcomes may counterbalance some of the negative
experiences due to the traumatic event exposure.41,42
Social Support
Social support in individual is defined as when the
subject believes they are cared for and loved, is

Coping
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The relationship between the strategies for coping
among fire fighters and the result of traumatic events
has been examined in several studies. Problemfocused coping strategies are described as engaging
in behaviours to overcome problems associated with
the traumatic event and usually achieved by defining
the problem, considering alternative solutions and
selecting a strategy to address the problem.59 In the
other hand, emotion-focused coping strategies are
described as concentrating effort toward managing
emotional responses to the stressful encounter by
dealing the hostile feelings and trying to find ways
to divert emotions associated with a stressful
event.60 Some of the previous research findings has
suggested that problem-focused coping is more
effective compared to emotion-focused coping in
terms of reducing negative emotional responses
toward stressful events.61,62 In the other hand,
according to Silver et al. avoidant coping strategies
adopted in dealing with negative feelings from
traumatic events were linked with increased levels
of PTSD symptoms.63 Similarly, it was found that
avoidant coping strategies among fire-fighters who
involved in a rescue mission significantly associated
with PTSD.64 Coping strategies of self-blame and
using-substances also elevate the predicted risk for
development of PTSD symptoms and may act as
moderator in the association of social support and
PTSD18 and therefore an individual with higher in
self-blame coping style and lower in social support
may be at elevated risk for PTSD symptoms.65 A
different study was conducted among fire-fighters in
Australia found that active and passive coping
strategies are as well associated with PTSD.66

also more sensitive to stressor whereby their
responses are more rapid and intense but with slower
rate to regain a normal state.72
Biological and physical factors
Adiponectin level
The adiponectin level was found to be inversely
correlated with the severity of PTSD.20 Studies have
showed that adiponectin has pleiotropic activity and
they are mainly distributed in the hippocampus and
hypothalamus73,74 which are closely associated with
PTSD via modulation of the hypothalamus-pituitary
adrenal (HPA) axis.75,76 One of the mechanisms that
has been postulated which lead to development
symptoms of PTSD is by abnormal fear extinction77
which
is
primarily
modulated
in
the
hippocampus.78,79
Body Mass Index (BMI)
Study suggested the level of adiponectin were
inversely correlated with body mass index (BMI).80
As observed in a study involving mouse model, low
level of adiponectin was associated with abnormal
glucose tolerance and increased caloric intake and
the PTSD symptom group had higher rate of BMI
and obesity compared to the controls groups.81 A
recent meta-analysis also showed that the
probability for obesity in the experimented group for
PTSD was almost two times higher compared to the
control group.82 Alternately, PTSD also linked with
food addiction,83 which is positively correlated with
the level of its severity.20

CONCLUSION
This systematic review adds exclusively to the
literature through being the one of review to
concurrently use multiple domains namely personal,
occupational, and social support factors to predict
PTSD especially in firefighters. This review also
found new perspective from biological point of view
which need to be explored more in line with
development and risk of PTSD. Moreover, this
review strengthened previous reported findings in
different perspective and model respectively as well.
Therefore, this review has documented how broad
the risk factors that can be associated with PTSD
among firefighters. In order to reduce the chances of
negative outcomes and promote the opportunities
for firefighters to grow for a better outcome
psychologically, it is vital to recognize factors that
are modifiable which are associated with PTSD and
more research need to focus on these factors. This is
very crucial aspect as firefighters are among the first
responders which part of emergency service
delivery which routinely exposed to potentially
traumatic and critical events as part of their daily
work duties

Resilience
Resilience is defined as the absence of
psychopathology in the result of exposure to
potentially traumatic events.67 Resilience to mental
health problems thus reflects the individual ability to
deal effectively with emotional consequences post
trauma exposure and therefore associated with fewer
PTSD symptoms.68,69 The resilience however could
be interrupted if an individual has inadequate
protective factors to buffer against adversities in
life.70
Personality
Certain trait of personality in individual for repeated
traumatic exposure had been known to be the risk
for PTSD.19 In a study, it was found that
masculinity-femininity and social introversion trait
was significantly associated with PTSD symptoms
and specifically social introversion was the most
important factor of PTSD development among the
firefighters.19 In a different study looking at different
domain of personalities which suggested that
neuroticism was the most likely to be associated
with PTSD72 as they had an inclination to encounter
an adverse event with strong emotion and they are
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